
Tayler Jade Hits Top 40 Mediabase Chart
with "WYA"

New Pop Single “WYA” climbs the Mediabase Activator
Chart; holding strong this week at #75.

NEWS RELEASE BY TAYLER JADE

Tayler Jade and artist development partners Thomas Barsoe of OC Hit and Dani

Thompson of DNT Entertainment, released “WYA;” part two of Jades first ever dual single

release “Temporary/WYA.” Within the first few weeks of release, a radio movement has

pushed Tayler Jade onto the Mainstream Top 40 Mediabase Activator Chart alongside

the biggest artists in the world such as Billie Eilish and Olivia Rodrigo. Since its chart

introduction on April 24th at #94, “WYA” has climbed 19 spots and is holding strong at

#75.

In the first week the single started showing legs on the BDS Most Added List with three

mainstream station pickups including Kiss FM and Q101. In the second week those adds

doubled. “WYA” is currently playing on multiple Top 40 stations all across the country

such as: WSKS/WSKU “Kiss FM 97.9,105.5,” KXNC “Kiss FM 104.7,” WJDQ “Q101,” KSPI “Hot

93.7,” WJYY “105.5 JYY,” WKMX “106.7 KMX,” WQRW “Q 93.5,” and WVIN 98.3 to name a

few.

“For an independent artist that was just introduced to the world in February of 2021 to be

sharing the same airways as the biggest names in music is an amazing accomplishment.

We are so proud of Tayler and can’t wait to see what's next.”

- Dani Thompson
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An EDM dance remix will follow the original version of “WYA” which was written by

Tayler Jade (Tayler Lynch) and Jacquie Hishmeh, produced by Mikey Francis and Robbie

Dean (Robbie Crebar), mixed and mastered by Luca Pretolesi with the support of

engineer Robert Guzman, and vocally produced by Thomas Barsoe.

Tayler Jade is an American Pop/R&B singer-songwriter and recording artist from

Southern California. She has spent the past 2 years in the studio working on her first

original EP which will be released in 2021 as a series of singles, starting with “Temporary”

on February 12th. Her electrifying voice and sultry beats create a physical reaction that is

sure to send chills down your spine. Her main musical influences are female

powerhouses such as Tori Kelly, Ariana Grande, Victoria Monet and Summer Walker.

Learn more at https://www.taylerjade.com/
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